Coherence factor and Wiener postfilter in synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging.
The coherence factor (CF) and Wiener postfilter methods have been proposed as effective approaches for reducing the output noise of the delay-and-sum (DAS) beamformer in ultrasound imaging. The theoretical framework between them was also established. However, past researches about the CF and Wiener postfilter methods mainly focused on the summation of an array signal. This paper analyzes the CF and Wiener postfilter in the synthetic aperture (SA) imaging mode, where two-dimensional echo data are recorded. Different CF definitions in the SA imaging are first given and the corresponding Wiener postfilter methods are then proposed, including a Wiener postfilter especially for the SA imaging, named as WienerSA. The performances of different CF and Wiener postfilter methods were evaluated on both simulated and experimental SA data. Results showed that the proposed WienerSA outperformed the other Wiener postfilters in reducing the sidelobe noise level. It obtained the highest contrast ratio among the Wiener postfilter methods, which was even higher than some of the CF methods. Meanwhile it could benefit a much higher contrast-to-noise ratio than those CF methods with further suppression of incoherent noises. Consequently, the WienerSA is believed to be a promising approach in enhancing the SA image quality.